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PRESS RELEASE 
For Immediate Release 

AWS Showcases Changeis’ FAA Supply Chain 

Transformation Case Study  
 

Arlington, VA, October 04, 2023 
 
Changeis, Inc., a leading enterprise transformation services firm, announced today that Amazon Web 
Services (AWS) has released a video case study showcasing the transformative partnership between 
Changeis and AWS and their collaborative efforts to enhance the mission effectiveness of the Federal 
Aviation Administration (FAA).  
 
Key points from the case study include: 
 

• The collaboration between Changeis and AWS is meticulously designed to deliver transformative 
solutions to the FAA, focusing on implementing changes with speed and efficiency to ensure 
mission excellence. 

 

• Using AWS technology and tools, Changeis successfully implemented a continuous integration and 
delivery pipeline for the FAA, automating tests and accomplishing a major ERP system upgrade in 
just 18 hours. 

 

• Understanding the mission impact and ensuring technical excellence are underscored as key 
considerations when migrating to the cloud in the public sector. 

 
“We highly value our Advanced Tier Services partnership with Amazon Web Services (AWS).  Collaboration 
on this impactful project allowed for modernization of this essential aviation infrastructure. The agility and 
innovation of AWS cloud technologies were crucial enablers for us to deliver an optimized, cost-efficient 
system that improves support for critical FAA operations.” 
  

- Varun Malhotra, President, Changeis, Inc. 
 
 
About Changeis 
Changeis, Inc. is an award-winning 8(a) certified, woman-owned small business that provides large scale 
enterprise information technology (IT) solutions and management consulting services to both public and 
private sectors. Changeis’ work has resulted in successful execution of numerous enterprise IT 
transformation solutions that include Agile methodologies, cloud computing, and emerging technologies; 
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management consulting projects that include programmatic initiatives, development of concepts of 
operations, and establishment of a variety of long-term innovative strategic priorities for its customers. 
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